A study of electrothermal excitation of rmcromachmed slhcon beams 1s reported The temperature dlstnbutlon IS calculated as a function of the position of the transducer, resulting m stress m the structure which reduces the resonance frequency Test samples are reahzed and measurements of resonance frequency, vtbratlon shape and vlbratlon amphtude are carned out There 1s a satisfactory agreement between theory and expenment at small thermal stresses Near the buckhng load we find dlstmct deviations from theory whch are ascribed to mechanical nnperfectlons of the beams
Introduction
Recently, much interest has been shown m sensors based on integrated resonators with a measurand-dependent resonance frequency [ l-71 Such a resonator has to be excited and the resulting vibration detected m order to measure the resonance frequency Electra-or optothermal excitation of the resonator has advantages from a technologcal point of view Wilfinger et al [8] were the first to use electrothermal excltatlon for a resomstor Static heat elevation of the resonatmg structure 1s Inherent m thermomechamcal excltatlon, resulting m mechamcal stresses which mfluence the resonance frequency and vlbratlon amphtude Therefore it 1s mterestmg to design a resonator with its excltator constructed so that there 1s a nummum temperature elevation at a maximum Mbratlon amphtude
In this paper we focus our attention on a clamped-clamped beam resonator with a thin-film resistor as electrothermal excltator We calculate the influence of the position of the thm-film resistor on the average temperature elevation and the resonance frequency shift as well as its mfluence on the vlbratlon amplitude of the beam and compare the results with measurements on realized test samples 09244247/90/%3 50
Mechanical Model
The resonator (Fig l(a) ) 1s regarded as a homogeneous, pnsmatlc clamped-clamped beam forced mto mbration by a hstnbuted dnvmg moment i& (x) Without dampmg its vlbratlon 1s described by the partial dtierenbal equation The cntlcal Euler buckling load gcr = 4n*EI/Al* [9] 3 Heat Generation and Thermal Model
We now need to calculate the stress from the temperature dlstnbutlon
The film reslstor on top of the beam (Fig l(a) Hrlth R the electrical resistance of the resistor The generated heat conasts of one static component PStit = (Udc2 + 0 5U,,2)/R and two dynarmc components of amplitude Pdyn, = ZU,,U,,/R and P dyn2 = 0 XJ,,'/R respectively The static component results m a static temperature dlstnbutlon With a uniform heat generation over the reslstor and assuming that all the heat flows through the beam (by means of conduction) towards the clamped edges which are assumed to be ideal heat sinks, the temperature dlstnbutlon 1s parabolic under the resistor and linear outside, as shown m Fig l(c) For the heat generation concentrated at the centre x,, of the resistor, the average temperature elevation AT," integrated over the beam depends on x,/i and 1s given by with 6, h and I the wdth, the thickness and the length of the beam, respectively and I the heat conductlvlty of the beam matenal (assumed here to be independent of the temperature elevation) With 1 = 157 W/(m "C) for silicon, beam dlmenslons b = 1 mm, h = 30 pm, I = 10 mm and poatlon x,/l = 0 5, we find that AT,,IP,,= 265 "C/W With a dlstnbuted heat generation over the resistor and 6/l = 0 2, we find that AT,,/ PStit = 261 "C/W (see Fig 6) Two-dunenslonal finite-element numerical analysis wth the heat smk at the substrate bottom shows a temperature dlstnbutlon wluch deviates from the analytzal model at the resistor locatlon and the clamped edges of the beam At both locations a temperature difference between the top and the bottom surfaces of the beam results m a local static mechanical moment Due to the fimte thermal conductlvlty of the substrate, the numerical analy-SIS predicts a shghtly hgher (2%) value for average temperature elevation AT," If we assume an extra thermal impedance R, between the beam ends and the surroundings, the average temperature AT,, relative to the surroundmgs significantly increases (see Fig 6, where the extra impedance is 0 2R, = 0 21/bhA)
The average temperature elevation AT,, of the beam induces a compressive axial stress a = -Ea AT,,, with E the Young's modulus and a the coeffiaent of thermal expansion The relation between the first-order resonance frequency f, and P,, (see Fig 5) can be found from the relation between the stress and the average temperature elevation AT,,, the cntlcal Euler load a,, and eqn (2) The cntlcal static power generation at which the beam will buckle is gven by 
Conchons References
Thermal excitation inherently causes a nse m temperature of the resonator This temperature rise induces an axial stress which significantly reduces the resonance frequency This influence IS much larger than the influence of the temperature dependency of the matenal parameters p and E The influence of the transducer posltlorq x,/l on the average temperature elevation AT,, and the cIltlca1 buckling power P,,,,, IS quantltatlvely described and shows a good agreement with expenmental results The extreme sensltlvlty to stresses indicates that the thermal as well as the mechanical packagmg of resonators may have a significant influence on the performance The beam mechanics m the vlcnnty of the buckling load and the effectiveness of the excltatlon mechamsm as a function of the axial stress CI need mvestlgatmg further Research Unit laboratory for his help realizing the test samples 
